BY MAXIMILIAN ERNST
Staff Reporter

Next year’s state budget faces substantial cuts.

State lawmakers discuss major cuts

BY DAN WARNER
Staff Reporter

The case against city councilman Aaron Rodgerson has been dismissed.

“Growing Pains” producer sentenced

BY ELIZABETH KOCH
Staff Reporter

The executive producer of the 1980s sitcom “Growing Pains” will face 75 years in prison for child pornography charges, thanks to the work of local law enforcement.

TRASH

BY DAN WARNER
Staff Reporter

The Grassroots Environmentalism class strung empty beer cases, cans and bottles across the Quad on Friday to demonstrate how much waste is produced in a night of partying at Truman.
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Johnathan Lessing helped organize the project, said he likes how the project was able to carry out a community ac-

t that promotes environ-

mental awareness. “We wanted something that was kind of out there, a little bit creative and really caught people’s eyes,” Lessing said.

The class got permission from the Office of Admission often progressDialoges to a class about environmental aware-

ness, Lessing said. The class strings trash on quad

BY DAN WARNER
Staff Reporter

Students crossing the Quad on Fridays are greeted by hundreds of bottles, cans and cups strung like alcohol-

containers left over from St. Patrick’s Day celebrations and friends’ houses Thurs-

day night before.
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The executive producer of the 1980s sitcom “Growing Pains” will face 75 years in prison for child pornography charges, thanks to the work of local law enforcement.
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The beloved scientist and Emmy-award winning entertainer, commonly known as Bill Nye the Science Guy, will tie his Macavity at Truman.
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